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Abstract 36 

Current global warming is unprecedented over at least the Common Era according to Earth 37 

system models and various climate proxy sources 1. Yet, tree-ring proxies often portray the 38 

Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; 950-1250 CE) with temperatures similar to, or exceeding, 39 

those recorded in the past century 2,3, thereby contrasting markedly with simulation 40 

experiments at regional scales 4. This not only call into question the reliability of models and 41 

proxies, but also contributes to uncertainty in future climate projections 5. Here we show 42 

that Fennoscandian climate is substantially warmer today than during the Medieval. This 43 

highlights the dominant role of anthropogenic forcing on climate warming even at the 44 

regional scale, thereby reconciling inconsistencies between reconstructions and model 45 

simulations. The new evidence is based on an annually resolved 1170-year-long tree-ring 46 

record that relies exclusively on tracheid anatomical measurements from Pinus sylvestris 47 

trees representing warm season instrumental temperature variability at unprecedented 48 

fidelity. We therefore call for the construction of more such millennia-long records to further 49 

improve our understanding and reduce uncertainties around historical and future climate 50 

change at inter-regional and eventually global scales. 51 
 52 
Main Manuscript  53 

Over the past decades, considerable effort and debate have been devoted to how putative climate 54 

episodes, such as the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; 950-1250 CE) or the Little Ice Age (LIA; 55 

1450-1850 CE) are characterized and relate to the Current Warm Period (CWP) 6-8. Although the 56 

view that CWP is globally warmer than any other period over the Common Era is firmly 57 

consolidated 1, large uncertainties persist in models and proxies at regional scales, particularly 58 

prior to 1400 CE 3,8-10. In Europe, the Medieval warming is actually found equal to, or occasionally 59 

warmer than 20th century temperatures 3, fueling narratives such as being critical for Norse 60 

settlements in Greenland in 985 CE 11. However, an exceptionally warm MCA is difficult to 61 

reconcile with forced climate model simulations 4, thus suggesting larger and more persistent 62 

unforced climate variability than the models presently produce. Reducing uncertainties, 63 

particularly during the MCA and the Medieval Quiet Period (MQP; 725-1025 CE) 12,  is therefore 64 

critically needed to further evaluate the sensitivity and internal variability of the climate system 13, 65 

not least with the perspective of rendering future projections more robust 5. The focus on MQP 66 

and MCA is a particularly important benchmark for the amplitude of natural climate variability 67 



due to the limited volcanic, and relatively unperturbed solar forcing 12 to compare with the 68 

anthropogenically forced CWP.  69 

 70 

Tree-ring data are central to the majority of empirical studies characterizing temperature change 71 

of the Common Era 14, and are therefore especially subjected to scientific critiques on their ability 72 

to capture key characteristics of historical climate variations 15-21. Debates are particularly vigorous 73 

around the two most prominent proxy sources – tree-ring width and maximum latewood density 74 

(MXD) – to intrinsically reflect climate change over millennia 15,16,22, to track the full amplitude 75 

of climate extremes 21,23-25, or for spectrally biased transformations from climate 17-19,24,26. Recent 76 

progress in retrieving information from tree rings 27,28 have thus inquired whether some of these 77 

uncertainties could be alleviated by directly analyzing the dimensions of the wood cells (Fig. 1). 78 

This quantitative wood anatomical (QWA) approach offers unparalleled measurement precision 79 
29, and often substantial gains in climate fidelity 30-33 when used in tree-rings. Yet, no tree-ring 80 

anatomy record has hitherto been produced to assess both the natural and anthropogenic range of 81 

climate variability over longer time periods and with sufficient robustness.  82 

 83 

Here we develop a novel QWA-based 1170-year-long reconstruction of warm season temperature 84 

(May-August) using 188 living and dead Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine) trees from Fennoscandia (A-85 

FEN). This region hosts a disproportionate share of the millennial length tree-ring datasets around 86 

the arctic circle and is thus exceedingly influential in shaping our view of past climate in this 87 

sensitive area and elsewhere. Although these records constitute some of the most skillful examples 88 

of Common Era temperature reconstructions 20, climate variability and change during the MCA, 89 

LIA and CWP has repeatedly been revised and questioned 2,16,34-37. We therefore subject the A-90 

FEN to an array of tests, including comparisons with relevant reconstructions 1,2,9,10,37-39 and 91 

climate model simulations within the Coupled and Paleo Model Intercomparison Projects Phases 92 

(CMIP5/PMIP3) 40-52. Relying on the A-FEN, we put the recent warming into a robust long-term 93 

context providing critical insights into climate dynamics in the region which in turn will increase 94 

confidence in model projections 52. 95 
 96 
Elevated proxy calibration skill 97 



The tree-ring anatomy data in A-FEN was randomly resampled into an ensemble of 100 datasets 98 

(each member with a maximum replication of 15 trees/year), explaining 71-79% of the variance 99 

in regional May-August temperatures (Fig. 2a). The total A-FEN replication never falls below 20 100 

trees/year, and the average pairwise correlation between trees (Rbar 53) is high, thus suggesting 101 

stable reconstruction skill during 850-1849 CE (Fig. 2b). The A-FEN tightly tracks the increasing 102 

temperature trend, captures c. 80% of both cold and warm extremes (Extended Data Fig. 1), and 103 

exhibits a similar first-order autocorrelation as the May-August temperatures (Extended Data Fig. 104 

2). Results remain virtually the same regardless if idiosyncratic signal processing (known as 105 

standardization/detrending in the tree-ring literature 54) is used (Extended Data Fig. 3). This means 106 

that the A-FEN is essentially free of artificial climate-signal distortion that can occur when 107 

attempting to remove non-climate variability 15.  108 

Although the climatic imprint in A-FEN is similar to the MXD-based corresponding reconstruction 109 
9 (hereafter X-FEN), A-FEN is significantly stronger (Fig. 2a), and consistently performs better 110 

across inter-annual to decadal timescales (Extended Data Fig. 2). A-FEN is potentially less 111 

susceptible to fading reconstruction quality than X-FEN. This is because X-FEN Rbar and 112 

replication calculated over the calibration period (1850-2019) substantially exceeds corresponding 113 

statistics for the reconstruction period (850-1849) (Fig. 2b). Moreover, A-FEN is not appreciably 114 

biased by extremely narrow rings (Extended Data Fig. 4). For instance, widespread pine tree 115 

canopy damage took place across Fennoscandia in the winter/spring of 1902/1903 55, leading to 116 

reduced photosynthetic capacity and persistent reductions in wood cell divisions 56, and thus ring 117 

widths 57. This episode is significant because it represents a temporary collapse of climate as 118 

dominant control over ring width. Nevertheless, A-FEN continues to track May-August 119 

temperatures revealing that the collapse only affects cell divisions (ring width) but not cell 120 

dimensions. In contrast, X-FEN systematically underestimates summer temperatures during this 121 

period (Fig. 2a), suggesting that these X-ray measurements are affected by extremely narrow rings, 122 

and thus contains more biological noise. The X-FEN is also less independent of narrow rings on 123 

average (Extended Data Fig. 4c and 5), suggesting latent measurement artifacts during the pre-124 

instrumental era. In summary, the A-FEN provides a more robust and skillful reconstruction of 125 

warm season temperatures than X-FEN, and the linear reconstruction model is well verified in 126 

three split-sample calibration/verification periods (Extended Data Tab. 1). 127 

 128 



Revised long-term climate context 129 

The A-FEN displays a gently negative long-term trend between 850 and 1850, followed by a sharp 130 

temperature rise (Fig. 2). The peak medieval warmth in A-FEN and X-FEN occurs around 850-131 

1100 (hereafter MCA*) when the A-FEN exhibits modest centennial-scale variability, consistent 132 

with a lack of volcanic, and stable solar forcing 12. The onset of the LIA is preceded by a relatively 133 

warm period around 1400, interrupted by a rapid cooling, possibly driven by the still unidentified 134 

volcanism around 1453 58. Temperatures also briefly warm up in the late 18th century. This 135 

temperature evolution is stable regardless of which 15 trees/year are resampled from A-FEN 136 

(Extended Data Fig. 6), and it is remarkably similar to reconstructed Northern Hemisphere summer 137 

temperatures and even global annual temperatures (Fig. 2c). The multi-decadal fluctuations of A-138 

FEN are similar to those of X-FEN, but X-FEN most notably portrays MCA* as exceptionally 139 

warm, and CWP only with above average temperatures (Fig. 2c). X-FEN is consistently included 140 

in the hemispheric and global reconstructions (Fig. 2c), it will therefore also elevate medieval and 141 

suppress current temperatures in these products. However, when several millennium-length 142 

Fennoscandian MXD datasets commonly used in larger-scale reconstructions 1,6,9,10,14,39,59-63 are 143 

explored, the data show a wide range of medieval temperature estimates (Extended Data, Fig. 7a), 144 

underscoring the large uncertainty during this period. The inclusion of the new A-FEN 145 

reconstruction would thus likely reduce this uncertainty and provide a valuable new benchmark 146 

for a modestly warm Medieval and a substantially warmer present.  147 

 148 

Proxy-model agreement 149 

 The spectral properties, and first-order autocorrelation of A-FEN are very similar to those of the 150 

model ensemble (Extended Data Fig. 8). It is noteworthy that A-FEN and most model ensemble 151 

outputs agree, particularly in the frequency of warm extremes with a significant overrepresentation 152 

of the 100 warmest summers in the recent century (Fig. 3a). The coldest years in the A-FEN and 153 

X-FEN are often associated with volcanic activity, namely the unidentified eruption 1453, Eldgjá 154 

939, Huaynaputina 1600, and Parker 1640 CE. By contrast, two of the largest volcanic eruptions 155 

of the past millennium, Samalas 1257 and Tambora 1815, do not appear to have caused detectable 156 

cooling in Fennoscandia (Extended Data Fig. 9). The climate models used in this study produce 157 

comparably distinct cooling patterns on average, yet with important differences for specific events.  158 



Model simulations of regional summer temperatures reveal overarching patterns that strongly 159 

resemble those of the new A-FEN reconstruction, while again highlighting an MCA* and CWP 160 

mismatch with X-FEN (Fig 3b). At regional scales, such as in Fennoscandia, substantial internal 161 

climate variability – both implemented in models and imprinted in proxy observations – tends to 162 

diverge as these stochastic components are by definition not synchronized 64. Therefore, it is 163 

particularly encouraging that the models and A-FEN agree, in terms of (1) statistical properties of 164 

the temperature history (e.g., incidence of warm extremes, spectral characteristics), (2) responses 165 

to volcanic and anthropogenic forcing, and (3) the amplitude and warming of the quietly forced 166 

climate variability around the medieval period. We also note that A-FEN is consistent with 167 

orbitally forced cooling over the past millennium 16, while at the same time characterizing the 168 

impact of anthropogenic forcing as much more influential. 169 
 170 
Warm Medieval but hotter present 171 

Unlike reconstructions relying on other tree-ring parameters, the A-FEN record realistically tracks 172 

the full breadth of recent climate extremes 21,23-25, and appears to provide a spectrally unbiased 173 

transformation from climate to proxy record 17-19,24,26, via tree biological process. Although the 174 

debate over whether tree-ring proxies reflect climate change over millennial timescales 15,16,22 will 175 

continue, we note that this study is the first to identify close agreement between model and proxy 176 

records over these time scales. The novel A-FEN reconstruction thus shows that the recent 177 

warming in Fennoscandia far exceeds the natural variability of the past millennium, in contrast to 178 

what was previously reported 3, and highlights the impact and occurrence of anthropogenic forcing 179 

on climate warming even at the regional scale. The difference from X-FEN could therefore not be 180 

more consequential. The MCA* reconstructed using X-FEN is in contrast significantly warmer 181 

than A-FEN’s account for the same period (Fig. 4), which would deemphasize the role of 182 

anthropogenic forcing on Fennoscandian climate variability. This large difference is difficult to 183 

explain only with technical improvements provided by the QWA approach and is similarly difficult 184 

to explain referring to a slightly imperfect sample overlap (Methods) given the homogenous sub-185 

sampling results of A-FEN (Extended Data Fig. 6). However, the empirical evidence and 186 

theoretical advantages presented in this study, strongly support the A-FEN representation of past 187 

temperature variability and is further strengthened by the compatibility with independent large-188 

scale reconstructions and climate models.    189 



Climate models integrate current knowledge of system physics and are consistent with past climate 190 

dynamics at the event scale (e.g., volcanoes) as well as at broader trends (e.g., rise in current 191 

temperatures). The completely independent tree-ring anatomy observations instead draw strength 192 

from an exceptional fidelity to instrumental climate variations, is theoretically less susceptible to 193 

measurement related artifacts, and exhibit a balanced dataset in terms of tree-replication and 194 

correlations among trees outside the period of instrumental observations. Since the forced models, 195 

as well as A-FEN, are both unable to reproduce an exceptionally warm medieval period 3,4, their 196 

alignment thus forms compelling new evidence for a more moderate MCA* than previously 197 

estimated 2,3,16,34,35,37,61. The new-found proxy-model alignment may additionally have benefitted 198 

from the reduced biological noise in A-FEN, which is more closely resembling the noise-free 199 

structure of model simulations 63.  200 

Provided that revised temperature characterization and proxy capabilities using tree-ring anatomy 201 

become standard, (1) the troubling underestimates of temperatures observed in recent years, also 202 

known as “divergence” 65, seen in large-scale reconstructions (e.g., 9,10,66 ) and hinted in Extended 203 

Data Fig. 7, could possibly be mitigated. (2) The uncertainties prior to 1400 CE could likely be 204 

reduced and provide a valuable new constraint on quietly forced natural climate variability. In 205 

conjunction with model simulations, reconstructions of current and medieval climate using tree-206 

ring anatomy could thus strengthen benchmarks of natural and anthropogenically forced climate 207 

variability and importantly benefit climate models and their projections. 208 

 209 
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 331 

Main manuscript Figure Legends 332 

Figure 1. From Fennoscandian forests and lakes to quantitative wood anatomy-based tree-ring 333 

data. a) Map showing the general tree-sampling region (red polygon) from where instrumental 334 

temperature data and Climate model data were also extracted (Sweden – yellow and Finland – blue 335 

in color). The map was created in the Matlab computing environment using the M Map mapping 336 

package67. b) Wood sampling from living and dead trees. c) From the resulting high-resolution / 337 

intra-ring profiles, annual maxima, minima, latewood and earlywood values of radial cell wall 338 

thickness and anatomical density were extracted. d) Visualizing bands of quantitative wood 339 

anatomy data aggregation (thick black lines: tree-ring boundaries, thin black lines: 30-µm bands 340 

within a tree ring), where the colored cells are included in the final band of aggregation in the 341 

latewood. e) Illustration of various cell dimensions considered in this study.  342 

 343 

Figure 2. Fennoscandian tree-ring anatomy A-FEN shows excellent warm season temperature 344 

reconstruction skill and a current climate substantially warmer than the Medieval. a) A-FEN, 345 

produced in this study, calibrated using regional mean air MJJA temperatures68 (R2 ensemble range 346 

within brackets (a = 0.05)), and corresponding results for the Fennoscandian X-ray-based data (X-347 

FEN) dataset, from Wilson, et al. 9, using JJA temperatures. The irregular winter/spring of 348 



1902/1903, led to a massive dieback of yearly branch-shoots in the region55, highlighted by the 349 

yellow area. In these years with extremely narrow rings, the X-ray technique struggles to measure 350 

high maximum density values due to its comparatively lower effective measurement resolution29 351 

(see Extended Data Fig. 4). b) Replication and pairwise inter-series correlation (Rbar) of A-FEN 352 

in blue and for X-FEN in red. c) Centennial-scale variations (see Methods) compared between A-353 

FEN, X-FEN, climate model simulations, and Northern Hemisphere and global temperature 354 

reconstructions. The five large-scale reconstructions1,9,10,38,39, as well as the eleven regionally 355 

extracted climate-model simulations40-50 are represented by probabilistic percentile ranges (grey 356 

and green shaded areas respectively). The vertical arrows highlight the overall discrepancies of the 357 

X-FEN compared to the other data. 358 

 359 

Figure 3. The climate models and the Fennoscandian tree-ring anatomy A-FEN show 360 

unprecedented incidence of warm extremes in the past century, and comparable dynamics among 361 

Medieval and current climate.  a) A-FEN shows that warm years are significantly overrepresented 362 

in the 20th century. In contrast, the Fennoscandian X-ray-based data (X-FEN) reveals significant 363 

overrepresentation of warm years during the MCA*. The simulations40-50 in green shading 364 

(probabilistic percentile range based on the respective incidences) largely agree with A-FEN of 365 

significant overrepresentation of warm summers in the most recent century b) Climate period mean 366 

values of A-FEN, X-FEN, and the model ensemble during the Medieval (850-1100 CE) and Little 367 

Ice Age (1450-1850 CE), with the current warm period (CWP) adjusted to zero in all datasets, for 368 

ease of comparison. 369 

 370 

Figure 4. The Fennoscandian X-ray-based data X-FEN portrays the Medival climate as 371 

significantly warmer than Fennoscandian tree-ring anatomy A-FEN. a) Unfiltered reconstructions 372 

with 95% confidence intervals around A-FEN based on ± 1 and 2 x standard error (SE) of the full 373 

set of trees (n = 188) included in the A-FEN dataset (i.e., not based on the subsampled A-FEN 374 

ensemble members). The mean and variance of the reconstructions are adjusted to zero and unity 375 

over the 1850-2010 overlap. b) Regression residuals between X-FEN and A-FEN. The Durbin-376 

Watson statistic reveal that the residuals are far from random, underscoring the systematic and 377 

significant differences between X-FEN and A-FEN. c) Same as in a) but the data is low-pass 378 

filtered using 100-year splines. 379 



 380 

Methods 381 

Tree-ring material 382 

The trees used in this study were sub-sampled from material from two distinct but proximal 383 

temperature reconstructions based on X-ray densitometry (or maximum latewood density; MXD), 384 

they are known to paleoclimatologists as the N-scan16,20 (Finland) and the Torneträsk34,36,69-71 385 

(Sweden) MXD reconstructions. Data from these sites have been combined previously by Esper, 386 

et al. 2 and Matskovsky and Helama 37. We used the arithmetic average of Esper et al and 387 

Matskovsky and Helama, developed and used in the Wilson, et al. 9 NH temperature reconstruction 388 

referred to hereafter as X-FEN, for comparisons with the QWA data, referred to as A-FEN. The 389 

sample collection of N-scan was updated in 2011 and 2014. The living-tree material from 2014 390 

has previously been used in publications exploring wood anatomical data performance compared 391 

to other microdensitometric techniques including X-ray densitometry29,30 (hereafter N-scan DC). 392 

The N-scan DC, analyzed using wood anatomical techniques in 2015-2017, consisted originally 393 

of 29 trees (two samples per tree). Here we randomly subsampled 10 of these trees (one sample 394 

per tree) to harmonize sample replication through time, and to match replication with the 395 

Torneträsk dataset. The N-scan DC was appended to six more living trees (sampling date 2011), 396 

as well as the original subfossil sample collection of N-scan (dead trees preserved in mountain 397 

lake sediments) 16. The sample collection from Torneträsk was updated by sampling 14 living trees 398 

in May 2020, and this material was appended to the dry deadwood material that was previously 399 

analyzed using X-ray densitometry69, but also to some recently collected dry deadwood samples 400 

previously analyzed only for tree-ring width34,36. The new wood anatomical versions of N-scan 401 

and Torneträsk comprise measurements from 99 trees (671-2013 CE) and 89 trees (545-2019 CE), 402 

respectively, for a total of 188 trees. The combined dataset contains around 10 trees per year from 403 

each collection, amounting to a total sample replication of 20-30 trees per year for the period 850-404 

2019 CE (Fig. 2). The latest versions of the X-ray based Torneträsk MXD and N-scan MXD consist 405 

of 124 (441-2010 CE), and 294 trees (138 BC – 2006 AD), respectively, for a total of 418 trees.  406 

 407 

Quantitative wood anatomical data production 408 

The wood anatomical analyses were made following state-of-the-art techniques27, but with 409 

adjustments to protocols for more recently analyzed subset members.  410 



The thin sections from the N-scan DC samples were cut to a thickness of c. 15 ȝm using a sledge 411 

microtome72 equipped with Feather N35 disposable blades (Feather Safety Razor Co., Ltd., Osaka, 412 

Japan). Images of the sections were serially captured with a camera (Canon EOS 650D, Canon 413 

Inc., Tokyo, Japan) mounted on a microscope (Olympus BX41, Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) at 414 

a resolution of 2.36 pixels ȝm-1. Composite images of the sections were created using PTGui (New 415 

House Internet Services B.V., Rotterdam) stitching software. The second N-scan component was 416 

produced at the University of Padova, hereafter N-scan Padova and constitute half of the full-417 

length N-scan (including 6 living trees). These samples were cut to thin sections with a Leica RM 418 

2255 rotary microtome (Leica, Heidelberg, Germany) to c. 15 ȝm thickness, digitized using a 419 

camera (Nikon Eclipse 80i, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) connected a light microscope and then stitched 420 

using PTGui (v8.3.3, New House Internet Services B.V., Rotterdam, The Netherlands). The 421 

remaining N-scan component comprising half of the subfossil material were developed using the 422 

latest protocol at WSL (hereafter N-scan WSL). Each wood sample was cut into c. 2.5-cm long 423 

pieces and embedded in paraffin using an embedding station (Leica TP1020 combined with Leica 424 

HistoCore Arcadia, Leica, Heidelberg, Germany). Thin sections of 12 ȝm thickness were produced 425 

using a Leica RM2245 rotary microtome (Leica, Heidelberg, Germany), and images were captured 426 

with a Zeiss Axioscan.Z1 slide scanner (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) at a resolution of 2.27 427 

pixelsȝm-1.  428 

The entire Torneträsk dataset was produced using the latest WSL protocol. Regardless of cutting 429 

and image capturing protocol, each thin section was double-stained with safranin and astrablue to 430 

increase contrast, then permanently fixed with Eukitt, Canada balsam or Euparal. The software 431 

ROXAS (v3.1) was used to automatically detect anatomical structures of all tracheid cells28,73 (75–432 

100 radial files per ring), as well as annual ring borders (Fig. 1). The latewood in each ring was 433 

defined using a Mork’s index  value greater than 1. That is, those tangential cell bands where twice 434 

the double cell wall thickness was larger than the lumen diameter across the radial direction on 435 

average, were defined as latewood74. The total QWA dataset comprises c. 50 million tracheid cell 436 

measurements. For more details on the anatomical data extraction see Björklund, et al. 30. 437 

 438 

Chronology development 439 

We used the “delta radial cell wall thickness” parameter as the single parameter for our A-FEN 440 

reconstruction. This parameter represents the difference between radial cell wall thickness in the 441 



latewood and earlywood, specifically [maximum radial cell wall thickness – minimum radial cell 442 

wall thickness]. This parameter was chosen among a range of parameters, such as maximum, 443 

latewood and delta75 radial cell wall thickness, maximum and delta anatomical density29, as well 444 

as tangential latewood lumen diameter and latewood width. These parameters all contain very 445 

pronounced and almost identical temperature signals, where the delta radial cell wall thickness 446 

overall performs the best (Extended Data Fig. 2). All considered parameters were subjected to 447 

standardization/detrending using the widely adopted Regional Curve Standardization approach71. 448 

This technique is used to preserve as much long-term climate variability as the included samples 449 

permit15. The methodology has been fine-tuned over many years, but without having changed 450 

considerably54, at least when using multi-generational and replication-balanced datasets through 451 

time. Therefore, we used the classic single-RCS approach (one regional curve for all parameter 452 

samples), following the principle of parsimony. In the following we specify how we implemented 453 

the approach. 1) Each collection was subsampled to a sample replication <12 through time by 454 

randomly removing trees from potentially oversampled periods, and then aligning all the chosen 455 

trees by the pith year (pith offsets were estimated and used). 2) One regional average curve was 456 

calculated as the arithmetic mean of all included trees per pith year, then it was 3) fitted with a 457 

series of customized functions to estimate a smooth growth curve, or the Regional Curve (RC). 458 

3a) A cubic smoothing spline with a frequency cut-off of 50% at 50 years was fitted to the regional 459 

average. 3b) The cambial age at which the sample replication of the age-aligned samples was lower 460 

than 10 trees was determined. 3c) From this point and 20 years back, a mean value was calculated 461 

and appended to the 50-year spline from the replication threshold until the final year of the oldest 462 

tree. 3d) At around 50 years of cambial age, the trees have passed the juvenile phase and entered 463 

the mature phase which generally display a modest decline in growth values. From 50 years and 464 

onwards, a cubic smoothing spline with a frequency cut-off of 50% at 500 years was fitted and 465 

appended to the 1 to 50 year segment of the 3a RC function. 3e) Finally, a cubic smoothing spline 466 

with a frequency cut-off of 50% at 50 years was fitted to the whole 3d) function. The steps 1-3e 467 

were repeated 100 times and a mean of all 100 RC’s was calculated forming the final and only RC 468 

per chronology. This RC was subtracted from the complete sets of measurements to create 469 

dimensionless tree-ring indices. Ratios were used for ring width and latewood widths.  470 

 We also developed datasets without idiosyncratic signal processing (that is, no RCS applied), to 471 

understand how much the RCS changed the obtained results. Although the detrended data exhibit 472 



very little difference compared to non-detrended data, we use the detrended version because of 473 

obvious juvenile trends (from c. 0-20 years) in the raw anatomical data parameters.  474 

Because we used datasets developed under a step-wise progression of measurement protocols 475 

(relevant only for N-scan), we examined the different components for discrepancies in means and 476 

variances, which are critical for the appropriate implementation of RCS. We found inconsistencies, 477 

and accordingly harmonized the data based on a concurrent overlap between each N-scan 478 

component of >5 samples. Therefore, we first calculated the mean and variance of the N-scan 479 

Padova component during the >5 sample replication overlap with the N-scan DC component (only 480 

living trees). Then we forced the N-scan DC component to take on the mean and variance of the 481 

N-scan Padova component. Thereafter, we repeated the operation with the N-scan WSL 482 

component, again using N-scan Padova as target. These operations were done prior to RCS due to 483 

relatively low, and sometimes uneven temporal distribution in replication of each component. 484 

Torneträsk and N-scan were processed using separate RCs, and subsequently their means and 485 

variances were adjusted to zero and unity on the 850-2005 CE overlap and all indices were pooled 486 

into the A-FEN dataset. After this, the A-FEN dataset was subsampled into an ensemble of 100 487 

datasets by means of random sampling (without replacement) aimed at a consistent replication of 488 

15 trees/year for the full length of each dataset. This operation was employed to reveal the stability 489 

of temperature signals and lower frequency variations through time as a function of changes in 490 

included trees. Moreover, creating distributions of datasets allowed us to assess if the obtained 491 

results for A-FEN and X-FEN were significantly distinct from each other in any respect.  492 

 493 

Climate Model ensemble 494 

Simulations from 11 models (BCC-CSM1-140, CCSM441, IPSL-CM5A-LR42, MRI-CGCM343, 495 

FGOALS-s244, CSIRO Mk3L45, GISS E2 R46, MPI ESM P47, CESM148, MIROC ESM49, 496 

HadCM350) contributing to the Coupled and Paleo Model Intercomparison Projects Phases51,76 497 

(CMIP5–PMIP3) were used in the model/proxy comparison. The choice of models was based on 498 

the criteria of having essentially complete monthly surface air temperature variables covering the 499 

past millennium (850–1849 CE) and the historical period (1850–2005 CE). The past1000 500 

simulations were forced using reconstructed solar, volcanic, greenhouse gas (GHG) and aerosol 501 

forcings, and partly land use changes, whereas the historical simulations included natural and 502 

anthropogenic forcings51,76. Monthly values of May, June, July and August (MJJA) temperatures 503 



were extracted from the land area bound by latitudes 65-70° N, and longitudes 15-30° E. A simple 504 

monthly arithmetic mean was calculated to directly correspond to the best fit instrumental target 505 

season for the proxy data. Most analyses executed for the proxy data were performed also for the 506 

models after they were normalized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity over the 507 

period 850-2005 CE.  508 

 509 

Proxy calibration/Temperature signals 510 

The association with temperature was determined using Pearson correlations with monthly data 511 

from HadCRUT568 (5° gridded monthly dataset, Lat. 65-70° N, Lon. 15-30° E). Coefficients of 512 

determination (R2) were calculated for three non-overlapping periods (i.e. 1850-1900, 1901-1960 513 

and 1961 to the final year of each dataset) to check the stability in the best fit target season MJJA 514 

for A-FEN and JJA for X-FEN. The A-FEN reconstruction was further validated using the 515 

Reduction of Error (RE) and Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) statistics77. The simple non-parametric 516 

test referred to as ”Extreme Value Capture” 21 was used to determine how well each datasets reflect 517 

both cold and warm extremes of the instrumental dataset. That is, the number of the correctly 518 

reconstructed extreme years ‘captured’ beyond the thresholds defined by the upper and lower 10% 519 

of the measured temperature data (Extended Data Fig. 1). The calibration results were calculated 520 

for both RCS-processed (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Tab. 1) and non-detrended datasets (Extended 521 

Data Fig. 3). High-pass filtered datasets (using cubic smoothing splines78 with 50% frequency 522 

response cut-off at 40 years), untreated, and low-pass filtered (using cubic smoothing splines78 523 

with 50% frequency response cut-off at 5 and 10 years) were also used for the monthly temperature 524 

correlations. All correlations were adjusted for loss of degrees of freedom depending on the 525 

autocorrelation in each series79. The reconstructions and models were compared by scaling each 526 

dataset to a mean of zero and standard deviation of unity over the period 850-2005 CE. The large-527 

scale reconstructions1,9,10,38,39 were scaled after smoothing to the mean and variance of the 528 

smoothed X-FEN to facilitate comparisons.  529 

 530 

The pine tree canopy damage 531 

In the winter/spring of 1902/1903, an extra-growing season trauma afflicted many pine trees in 532 

north and central Sweden, described by Gunnar Andersson of the Governmental Forest Research 533 

Institution in 190555. Several references therein reveal that the unusual event was also noticed in 534 



Norway, and as far east as the Kola peninsula. In brief, the growing season of 1902 was cold and 535 

wet, and the radial growth and cell dimensions underdeveloped. In mid-September 1902, heavy 536 

wet snow fell and accumulated onto the trees. A few days later, temperatures drastically dropped 537 

to nearly -10° C, leading to damaged or broken branches of the trees. In the spring of 1903, unusual 538 

warmth early in the season was followed by icy cold and dry winds from the east, leaving pine 539 

shoots stunted. This arguably led to reduced canopy photosynthetic capacity56, with persistent 540 

reductions in wood cell divisions, resulting in extremely narrow ring widths for up to 6 years. The 541 

significance of this episode relates to the temporary collapse of ring-width expansion foremost 542 

controlled by climate, while individual cell dimensions appear largely unaffected. If cell 543 

dimensions continue to form under dominant control of climate, this would theoretically imply 544 

that MXD, which is also predominantly a function of cell dimensions29, would be indifferent to 545 

the canopy damage as well. Instead, MXD values appear suppressed for several years, implying 546 

that MXD measurements may be affected by the extremely narrow rings characterizing this 547 

episode. For interested readers not fluent in Swedish, we share some excerpts loosely translated to 548 

English from the original reference55. 549 

 550 

“Anyone travelling to the North in the summer of 1903 could not fail to observe, especially in 551 

younger pine stands, that individual shoots, or the entire upper shoot systems, had withered away. 552 

Here and there, especially in certain areas, the stands were rather badly ravaged and their 553 

appearance attracted the attention of both foresters and to a large extent laymen as well.” 554 

 555 

“A condition which many forest district administrators paid attention to was the unusual 556 

development of the 1902 years yearly shoot. On the one hand the shoots were abnormally long, 557 

and on the other, poorly developed. Sometimes the length was more than double that of the shoots 558 

the preceding summer of 1901, but the pine needles were short and lay snug onto the yearly shoot, 559 

different from what is usually the case in fully mature shoots late in the fall.” 560 

 561 

“Several opinions were raised that the direct cause of the pine shoot damage was the period of 562 

warm temperatures followed by icy cold that occurred in April 1903. April experienced summer 563 

warmth that was believed to have triggered the sap flow in the trees. Thereafter followed a grim 564 

late winter with large snow masses. Many acquired the opinion that the pine shoot damage was 565 



caused by the too early commencement of processes in the tissues in the spring of 1903, and that 566 

they later suffered dehydration from the physiologically cold and dry period. These people also 567 

emphasize the unusually hardened ground frost and the long time it took to thaw, as an 568 

exacerbating circumstance for the trees to absorb water from the ground.” 569 

 570 

“Microscopic investigations of 1902 years tree ring revealed that it was narrower than 1901 and 571 

that the cells in the wood were smaller and the cell walls were thinner, with a more pronounced 572 

resin content in the wood cells. For example, the tangential width was 0.0138 mm in 1902 and 573 

0.0179 mm in 1901.”   574 

 575 

It is interesting that about hundred years after these keen observations to confirm that the starting 576 

point of the pine tree canopy damage was marked by so-called “blue-rings” 80 in 1902. In double 577 

stained microsections of wood, using safranin and astra-blue, the cell walls appear blue in color 578 

because of markedly reduced lignification of the cell walls. A normally lignified cell wall should 579 

be colored red from the safranin. The observations from Andersson55 testifies that the conditions 580 

for the trees in this period were unusually harsh, and perhaps the combination of the 581 

underdeveloped wood formed during the very cold 1902 was more vulnerable to the late season 582 

cold-spell in September, and hence the blue-ring was the outcome.  583 

 584 

Full-length dataset assessments 585 

The common signal among trees for each specific tree-ring parameter was established using the 586 

Rbar statistic53 (the mean pairwise correlation of all trees overlapping in time) using a moving 587 

window of 100 years with a lag of 10 years across the full period. A high Rbar value indicates that 588 

the trees in a tree-ring chronology responds similarly to environmental forcing). Using the moving 589 

window Rbar and tree replication through time, the statistic Expressed Population Signal53 (EPS) 590 

was calculated to gauge the robustness of each dataset (both A-FEN and X-FEN exhibited EPS of 591 

above 0.85 for the full 850-present periods). The Rbar and replication for X-FEN was done using 592 

the series included in Matskovsky and Helama 37. The uncertainty of A-FEN was calculated using 593 

± 1 and 2 x standard error (SE; standard deviation of the annual spread of values divided by the 594 

square root of the annual tree replication). The difference between X-FEN and A-FEN was 595 

evaluated by examining their regression residuals using the Durbin-Watson statistic. We assessed 596 



the spectral characteristics of the proxy and model data using the Thomson’s multitaper method81, 597 

applied with four windows, to transform the records from the time to the frequency domain within 598 

the MATLAB function pmtmPH.m82. We used a superposed epoch analysis83 (SEA) to evaluate 599 

the degree of cooling associated with volcanic aerosol forcing in the models, and corresponding 600 

cooling in the proxies. The variant of the SEA was inspired by Brad Adams, et al. 84 and the 601 

computing was done in MATLAB using the function developed in Blarquez and Carcaillet 85. We 602 

compiled event lists from Gao, et al. 86, consisting of the 10 and the 30 largest (based on sulfate 603 

aerosol injection) northern Hemisphere events. We used only Gao et al as basis for the event lists 604 

because most models in our ensemble were forced with Gao et al. We employed a model ensemble 605 

mean in the SEA, to explore the degree of volcanic cooling the models express. The incidence of 606 

warm extremes was quantified by first extracting the 100 warmest years from the common overlap 607 

850-2005 CE of each simulation and reconstruction. The extracted extremes were then summed 608 

per century and compared with confidence intervals based on number of extremes happening by 609 

chance. Confidence intervals were calculated by generating 1000 synthetic time series over the 610 

interval 850-2005 CE using 1) random white noise processes, and 2) colored noise processes with 611 

a beta-coefficient of 0.5 (beta coefficients white noise = 0,  pink noise = 1 for reference), and then 612 

taking the 97.5th percentile as confidence limit.  613 

 614 

Data availability Statement 615 

The A-FEN reconstruction will be available on the National Centers for Environmental 616 

Information on the NOAA homepage https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/paleo-617 

search/?dataTypeId=3. The data used in the reconstruction will be made available at NOAA 618 

International Tree Ring Data Bank. The data used to perform our analysis as well as our results 619 

are uploaded to Zenodo and are accessible using the following link: (Will be created once the 620 

manuscript publication date is determined).  621 

 622 

Code Availability Statement 623 

The codes that support the findings of this study are available alongside Source Data on the Zenodo 624 

repository and can be accessed using the following link: (Will be created once the manuscript 625 

publication date is determined). 626 
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 735 

Extended Data Legends 736 

Extended Data Figure 1. Evaluation of the ability of the A-FEN and X-FEN reconstructions to 737 

capture extremes in climate targets. The instrumental temperature data was sorted from coldest to 738 

warmest and plotted together with the reconstruction values of the corresponding years. The grey 739 

boxes are bound by the 10% coldest and warmest years, and the 10th and 90th percentile of the 740 

zscore temperatures, respectively. If an extreme reconstruction value is found within the grey box, 741 

the extreme is defined as “captured”. The sum of the captured values divided by the potential sum 742 

values, is calculated and presented as a percentage of extreme value capturing. In McCarroll, et al. 743 
21, a significance testing was implemented, and for 160-170 years of climate data, p < 0.001 is 744 



achieved if more than 40% of values are captured. a) A-FEN’s ability to capture JJA temperature 745 

extremes. b) X-FEN’s ability to capture JJA temperature extremes. c) and d) show same analysis 746 

as a) and b) but using the target MJJA. Both datasets thus display significant amounts of extremes 747 

captured, but the A-FEN captures significantly more than the X-FEN for the MJJA target season. 748 

The X-FEN captures a higher percentage of cold extremes if the MJJA target season is used but 749 

the same percentage of warm extremes regardless of target season. The rationale for using MJJA 750 

as the target season for X-FEN is thus less clearcut than for the A-FEN. JJA is the target season 751 

used in the publications originally presenting the MXD data2,37 and is thus used in the main text 752 

for the other comparisons.  753 

 754 

Extended Data Figure 2. Monthly climate correlations across a range of frequency domains. a) 755 

high-pass filtered data (cubic smoothing splines with 50 % frequency response cut-off at 40 years 756 

(HP40yrs)) correlated with identically treated temperature data. b) RCS detrended data correlated 757 

with untreated temperature data. c) low-pass filtered data (LP5yrs), and d) (LP10yrs), correlated 758 

with identically treated temperature data, respectively. The monthly temperature data were 759 

retrieved from HadCRUT568 (5° gridded monthly dataset, Lat. 65-70° N, Lon. 15-30° E). 760 

Correlation coefficients in white are significant at p < 0.01, and black coefficients are insignificant. 761 

When 10-year low-pass filtered data are used, the autocorrelation is so high that it is impossible to 762 

detect significance after adjusting for loss of degrees of freedom79, why it is meaningless to 763 

continue the analysis over even lower frequencies. The parameters or reconstructions reside on the 764 

y-axis, and each monthly temperature or monthly target season on the x-axis. First order 765 

autocorrelation, AR(1), of the JJA and MJJA temperatures are given on top of each panel as a 766 

reference, and the tree-ring parameter AR(1) can be found in the right margin of each panel. The 767 

period of analysis covers the full length-overlap between all datasets (1850-2019 for anatomical 768 

parameters and 1850-2006 for the X-FEN). The results are very similar if the 1850-2006 period is 769 

used for the QWA data. The delta radial cell wall thickness (DeltaCWTRAD) parameter was 770 

established as predictor for the A-FEN reconstruction due to overall performance in the analysis.  771 

 772 

Extended Data Figure 3. Warm-season temperature reconstruction skill of A-FEN and X-FEN, 773 

as well as comparisons with existing large-scale reconstructions and regional climate simulations 774 

but using QWA data that has not been detrended using the RCS approach. The non-QWA 775 



datatypes are identical to Figure 2 of the Main manuscript and the vertical arrows have the exact 776 

positions and dimensions as in Figure 2 for reference. a) A-FEN (produced in this study) calibrated 777 

using regional mean air MJJA temperatures68 (R2 ensemble range within brackets (a = 0.05)), and 778 

results for the X-FEN (from Wilson, et al. 9) using corresponding JJA temperatures. The irregular 779 

winter/spring of 1902/1903, led to a massive dieback of yearly branch-shoots in the region55, 780 

highlighted by the yellow area. In these years with extremely narrow rings, the X-ray technique 781 

struggles to measure high MXD values due to its comparatively lower effective measurement 782 

resolution29 (see Extended Data Fig. 4). b) Replication and pairwise inter-series correlation (Rbar) 783 

of A-FEN in blue and the X-FEN in red. c) Centennial-scale variations (see Methods) compared 784 

between A-FEN, X-FEN, climate model simulations, and NH and global temperature 785 

reconstructions. The five large-scale reconstructions1,9,10,38,39, as well as the eleven regionally 786 

extracted climate-model simulations40-50 are represented by probabilistic percentile ranges. The 787 

vertical arrows highlight the overall discrepancies of the X-FEN compared to the other data. 788 

 789 

Extended Data Figure 4. Illustration of the issue with comparatively low measurement resolution 790 

for X-ray MXD. a) X-ray image with analysis track path indicated within the solid white rectangle, 791 

and examples of the effect of different effective measurement resolutions. b) The photosensors in 792 

a) build up measurement profiles, where the blue sensor builds the blue profile corresponding to a 793 

20-micron effective measurement resolution, and the orange sensor builds up the orange profile 794 

corresponding to a 60 micron effective measurement resolution, approximating the effective 795 

measurement resolution of the X-ray methodology 29. Note how the time series of MXD reflect 796 

inverse variations if developed using high-resolution or low-resolution equipment. The 797 

explanation for this is that very narrow latewood widths are associated with comparatively lower 798 

MXD values even though the “true” MXD value may be high. c) Relationships between TRW and 799 

A-FEN and d) LWW and A-FEN. e) Relationships between TRW and anatomical MXD 800 

(MXDCWT) and f) LWW and MXDCWT. g) Relationships between TRW and X-FEN and h) 801 

LWW and X-FEN. All datasets display correlations and using datapoints covering 850-2005 CE. 802 

Note how the X-FEN always is stronger correlated with TRW and LWW than the MXDCWT. A 803 

higher correlation is expected if TRW or LWW is affecting the measurement. Spearman rank 804 

correlation coefficients were used due to the possibly non-linear relationships between width and 805 



density. Rraw and rdiff. refers to untreated and first differenced data prior to correlations, 806 

respectively. 807 

 808 

Extended Data Figure 5. Moving window correlation coefficients revealing that X-ray MXD 809 

exhibits a stronger relationship with ring width and latewood width than anatomical MXD. Ring 810 

width (TRW) versus anatomical MXD (MXDCWT) and X-FEN, as well as latewood width 811 

(LWW) versus MXDCWT and X-FEN. Spearman rank correlations were used on RCS-detrended 812 

chronologies with a 100-year base-lengths and 10-year overlaps. For the anatomical MXDCWT 813 

data, 100 sub-sampled chronologies with 15 trees/year were used to create ensemble ranges 814 

represented in blue shades. Deviations from these blue shaded areas represent significant 815 

differences (p < 0.05) from the TRW and LWW correlations with MXDCWT, respectively. The 816 

X-FEN correlations often reside outside the blue areas, and at higher correlations with TRW and 817 

LWW respectively, indicating occasionally stronger dependence of X-FEN on these parameters. 818 

 819 

Extended Data Figure 6. Comparison of A-FENs complete set of ensemble members with X-820 

FEN. RCS-detrended A-FEN (data from this study) versus the X-FEN (data from Wilson, et al. 9), 821 

smoothed using cubic smoothing splines with 50 % frequency response cut-off at 100 years. Note 822 

that no A-FEN ensemble member exhibit the protracted warmth during the MCA and the relatively 823 

low temperatures during the CWP, as does the X-FEN. 824 

 825 

Extended Data Figure 7. Comparison of A-FEN versus a network of millennium-long 826 

Fennoscandian MXD datasets showing the wide range of medieval estimates and comparably 827 

modest modern warming. The MXD based temperature reconstructions from Fennoscandia are 828 

retrieved from Wilson, et al. 9, Schneider, et al. 10 and McCarroll, et al. 61 represented by a 829 

probabilistic percentile range.  830 

 831 

Extended Data Figure 8. Spectral properties and first order autocorrelation of the reconstructions 832 

and models compared in this study. a) Spectral properties of the A-FEN ensemble and X-FEN on 833 

the backdrop of the model ensemble range, as well as the range of a 1000 timeseries, of equal 834 

length to the A-FEN, of colored noise with a beta coefficient of 0.5. (Beta coefficient for White 835 



noise = 0, Pink noise = 1). b) Running autocorrelations AR(1) calculated for 100-year window 836 

lengths, shifted by 10-year lags. 837 

 838 

Extended Data Figure 9. Superposed epoch analysis and comparisons over individual eruption 839 

years for the A-FEN ensemble, X-FEN and the model ensemble. SEA’s using Gao, et al. 86 event 840 

lists of the 10 a) and 30 b) of the largest (based on sulfate aerosol injection) northern Hemisphere 841 

events. The model simulations were all extracted from the corresponding grid cells Lat 65-70° N, 842 

Lon 15-30° E. We used only Gao et al as basis for the event lists because most models in our 843 

ensemble were forced with Gao et al, but note that this list may not be optimal for some models 844 

and the tree-ring data. We employed a model ensemble mean in the SEA, to explore the degree of 845 

volcanic cooling the models express. c-h) Proxy vs model response to some specific major 846 

volcanic events dated according to Toohey and Sigl 87. The responses to U.E. 1453 CE, 847 

Huaynaputina and Eldgjá are pronounced in the proxy data but not in the models. The responses 848 

to Samalas and Tambora are pronounced in the models but not in the proxy data. The response to 849 

Parker is present in both models and proxy. 850 

 851 

Extended Data Table 1 Reconstruction statistics for Fennoscandian tree-ring anatomy A-852 

FEN. Reconstruction statistics were calculated using May-August from HadCRUT568 (5° gridded 853 

monthly dataset, Lat. 65-70° N, Lon. 15-30° E). The reconstruction statistics were calculated over 854 

three split calibration/validation periods.  855 
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